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You're drawn to the Toyota Highlander for its functional, family-friendly nature, frugal gas
mileage, consistently good reliability, high resale value, and standard advanced safety features.
Those buyers looking for snazzy styling, exhilarating performance, or an engaging driving
experience should be forewarned -- these aren't the Highlander's strengths. The Highlander is a
practical three-row SUV with a manageable footprint and civilized road manners. It's one of the
most popular vehicles among Consumer Reports subscribers and it does well in our owner
satisfaction and reliability surveys. In most cases, automotive warranties are based on the
vehicle identification number VIN , and the warranty will be valid regardless of ownership. The
dealership can tell you exactly how much warranty is left. The Reliability score is based on our
latest subscriber survey of Toyota Highlander owners. The owner comments describe problems
respondents experienced with this vehicle. Bluetooth , voice control commands, steering wheel
controls, portable music device interface e. Many service visits for the camera problem, 3
different dealers acknowledged the camera problem, but it took Toyota many, many months to
agree to camera replacement. The car should have sensors that beep when approaching an
object while backing up. This would have prevented an accident by me. I was told this had to do
with the radio. It seems it is tied together somehow. But with a blank screen there was no
Bluetooth, navigation system or back-up camera or any information screens. A new program
was installed. Took it to dealer. It was repaired, but took a while to order new system. Entire
system was replaced". Sometimes a list of my contacts comes up without me initiating such a
search. The whole thing is dead". For example if Pandora is fully loaded and I leave the wifi
coverage and use cellular data in a well covered area, Pandora will say insufficient connectivity
and not reconnect. The same may also occur if it doesn't fully load and I leave wifi coverage to
good cellular data coverage. When either of these situations occur, I have to turn off my car and
turn it on again to get it to properly connect or turn off my phone, wait, and turn it on again. The
Entune app on iPhone that you need to use Pandora on the Highlander is also terrible. It doesn't
stay logged in and so you have to sign in frequently. It also sometimes doesn't connect
properly to the Entune system so you have to restart the iPhone or turn the car off and then on
again. It is truly an infuriating process. Not reliable, and must use cell phone navigation to get
proper directions. In addition, the display on the dash has so much glare in sunshine that using
backup camera is dangerous Finally replaced with another refurbished system which finally
worked. Very frustrating experience. Unless you uncheck the daylight savings time when
standard time begins, the estimated arrival time is off by one hour. The reverse is true when
daylight savings time begins. The radio, navigation system ,display screen, back up camera
system all did not work. At that time I had less than miles. Fortunately, it was under warranty. I
am not as confident in the Toyota brand as I once was. You cannot connect Google maps or
other Android auto functions. It did not fail, but it is not good, old, clumsy etc. But it is the worst
Nav system I've ever come across. Very limited POIs. Cannot change categories. Cannot edit
route or find a POI more than 1 exit ahead without coming to complete stop. Will not let a
passenger make the entries either. Very difficult to make entries into address book, and cannot
edit them for accuracy when Toyota info is wrong. Toyota has decided it is going to control all
activity within their vehicles under the pretext of reducing driver inattentiveness. But there are
so many apps in Entune and a mini info screen you have to continually scroll through that
disabling the Nav system is not the biggest distraction of the vehicle. For persons that travel a
lot, this is a totally unusable system. I hate it so much I may dump the vehicle all together.
Absolute crap! I'm going back to using my old Magellan unit. After that occasion for about 2
weeks the map would spontaneously show the display of radio stations. With no navigation
system. I would have to pull off at times to get the map back in position. At times the radio
would drop or pickup fm stations not set by me. The Toyota dealership checked, then said
everything worked well. There were a few other incidences with the radio, but no concerns now.
It is nowhere as useful as Google or Apple apps. Also, contrary to what that said in their
manual, I was NOT able to opt out on their collecting my personal driving and usage
information! Touch screen response is erratic. Poorly designed. Keeps jumping out of selected
feature. I stopped using it. I am quite disappointed since that was one of the main consideration
when purchasing the car. My 10 year old Garmin is much better. Needs non reflective glass. I
must take my eyes off the road and shadow it with my hand to read it. In addition, the lines
reflecting streets and roads are so faint you can barely see them. Why have a big manual for the
nav system. Just make it simple and intuitive like Garmin does. Tell it the name of a street and it
may take times to get the right street or town or street number. The phone call is still connected
to the phone but not through the car system. This problem is ongoing and after 2 trips to Toyota
dealership has not been resolved. The first time they updated the system and it did not work.
The second time not sure what they claimed to have done but it still did not work. Deleted
Toyota software programs and Bluetooth work fine! Toyota agrees it is recognized issue that

they tried multiple times to fix. They do not have a solution or additional suggestions".
Navigation is locked when in drive as well as music choices. A passenger can't even change the
GPS or music stations. Switches randomly between family phones upon start up. I have several
people with only a mobile phone and it states they do not have a direct line do I want to call
their mobile. We find it very difficult to change from one user to the second. It was replaced with
a new radio". This occurs during good radio coverage area. They had to reset the software". If
the car was shut off and restarted the problem would go away for a while. The system updates
do not always work properly and it randomly reboots. The dealer has tried to fix it and the
system still sometimes goes blank and does not work. Just dumb luck I wasn't on a road trip or
towing our trailer, and that it occurred locally, during business hours. Simple fix, but big
potential disruption. Diagnosis was completely opaque to the driver. Once the correct software
was installed, it has worked very well. Never resolved. Since the Nac system is no good, so also
is the voice system. It cannot find or do anything because of the poor Nav system. One of the
worst systems on the market. Also, the system rarely reads text messages. Most of the time the
system can't understand where I want to go, even though I can input the destination via the
head unit. The navigation is no where near the ease of using Google Maps or Waze". Terrible
word recognition. Does not understand proper names well, such as the names of businesses.
For example, "navigate to Wingstop" might be interpreted as "rest stop," "Winstar" or even
something really odd, like "winter socks". Retraining briefly improves performance". Have lived
with the issue and not taken it into the dealer. Never could fix it despite many attempts. The
back seats squeak when empty, the passenger handles on the interior roof squeak if you hold
them while driving. There are so many squeaks and I can't fix any of them, and I have tried and
so has the dealer. Dealer provided appropriate loaner". Mechanics claimed they could not
recreate these noises. Not the wiper blades, determined to be the motor, waiting for dealer to
replace. It has been back to the dealer several times they claim to have repaired it, but the
rattles are still present. This is my 3rd Highlander never had noise like this before. The interior
materials have gotten cheaper and less noise insulation was used. Caused scraping and
grinding sound whern driven". They replaced the rubber trim all around the sunroof and no
more wind noise. Very noticeable on the front passenger side where the cover is located esp if it
is windy AND regardless if I am on the highway or not. Notified dealership when car was new
and was advised that Toyota was aware of the problem and was working oh a fix. No fix so far,I
feel blown off by Toyota. Very disappointed! Toyota did what they said they could do, but there
is still wind noise. This noise gets irritating on a long trip. Both the driver window and the
passenger window are noisy at the window seals. I bought this on a consumer report that states
the car is quite". I haven't taken it in yet". Transmission rebuild or replacement, torque
converter, clutch replacement. It took 2 weeks for the replacement to be completed by the
dealer. When we got the car back, it had to go right back into the shop for transmission leaks in
the new transmission. Supposedly there was an internal leak that allowed engine coolant to mix
with transmission fluid. The Highlander was out of service for 30 days waiting for a replacement
transmission. Still had to pay my monthly lease payment even though the Highlander was in the
shop. I was given a RAV4 as a loaner vehicle during the waiting period. The whine increased in
pitch with road speed. At first the dealership said there was no noise it was pretty subtle to
begin with, but I was a mechanic in my youth. However, the noise steadily increased over a
couple of weeks and when I next took it in they agreed there was a loud whine. They ran the car
on the lift and determined it was coming from the transmission which needed to be replaced. I
think they were a bit astounded and I got the impression that they don't have a lot of
transmission problems. In fact, they were worried about the ability to find a transmission and
said that there was only one available. The transmission was replaced and the car is fine now.
Toyota replaced under warranty. It seems that this not not that much of an uncommon problem.
Towed to dealer, but car drove fine there. Drove it another week and it was making whining
noise. Dealer decided it needed a new transmission. Replaced under warranty. Took 45 days,
Toyota provided an extended warranty on car. Toyota replaced it. Drove a week notice
transmission leaking. Dealer thought it was a seal so it was replaced. Still leaking. Toyota
specialist to look at problem. Dealer thinks replaced transmission is bad. Internet search
indicates this is problem with new 8 spreed. Replaced with reman transmission under
warranted. We went to the dealership and they said they have already had 8 Highlanders in and
had to change out the entire transmissions. The corporation has not issued a recall despite
having to have a new transmission installed. At times we feel the car hesitates when
accelerating even after the new transmission was installed. The repair included some other
parts due to metal found in the transmission fluid! Finally around miles it became constant and
was diagnose as transmission by Toyota and was replaced". Vehicle was towed to the
dealership. The next day the dealership called and said the transmission needed to be replaced.

They were very surprised. They responded quickly and took care of the problem. No problems
since. I believe I only had 8, miles on the vehicle at the time. Otherwise it has been a great
vehicle. Had to wait until total failure to get it fixed. This could have been a VERY dangerous
situation. This was a known factory defect, resulting in surging of and loss of power while
driving. Additionally the automatic engine shut off at stops resulted in engine stalling.
Frequently resulting in complete stalling. Toyota never did a recall but there has been many
posts online of the same problem. To Toyota's credit, they did replace my transmission with a
factory rebuilt. Toyota dealer kept vehicle, gave me a loaner until Toyota HQ sent a new
transmission I heard a whine which changed pitch with car speed, not engine speed, so had to
be in final drive. I took it to dealer twice, but they couldn't hear anything. It kept getting louder
so when I took it back the 3rd time, the service mgr went for a ride and heard it - quite loud by
then. They put it on the lift, listened for a minute and told me the transmission would have to be
replaced. They said it was so rare there might not be a transmission in Canada. They got one
from Toyota but had to have training in replacement and had a hard time finding the specialized
tools needed within Toyota. They paid for a rental car for the weeks it took to replace, so I was
fine. Once they agreed there was a problem, they accepted full responsibility with no questions
about who would pay. Toyota replaced the transmission with a new one. Transmission failed
kms. The dealer determined that it needed replacement with a new one which they did under
warranty with no cost to me. They did not indicate the problem and I doubt they looked into it.
Now, less than one year later the transmission is slipping again. The dealer said they put a
re-built transmission in the vehicle and that they would not warranty the new transmission. I
expected more from a Toyota and from the Toyota Dealership". Gear selector or linkage, leaks,
transmission computer, transmission sensor or solenoid, clutch adjustment, rough shifting,
slipping transmission. I always turn it off. But the transmission shifts rough to the point where it
mildly jolts the occupants. Dealer says there is no "software" fix. Shifts poorly, dealer never
helped". I hoped it would smooth out after breaking in, as the dealer told me. It hasn't. It is
especially rough when in the default Eco mode. You feel and hear every one of the lower gears.
If you switch to Power mode, it seems a little smoother, but not smooth. Very annoying.
Deaccelerating at low speeds and then speeding up slightly results in distinct hesitation in
shifting, especially when cornering. Low speed acceleration is hesitant". I have had the dealer
install the TSB update and it is better but not satisfactory for a company with Toyota's
reputation. They need to fix this nuisance to make the car more fun and easier to drive. Dealer
indicated that they are all like that Transmission has been flashed several times with absolutely
no change. The hesitation is dangerous when pulling out into traffic. Will not accelerate
smoothly but drops into "passing mode" even when with very little pressure on the accelerator.
Rough shifts when accelerating after slowing for an intersection, especially on left turns". It was
most common using cruise control. I did that update, still think this transmission shifts poorly.
Very disappointed". A transmission seal had failed and needed to be replaced. This took almost
another week to fix. Took 2 weeks for dealer to obtain parts and repaire. All covered by
warranty". Apparently seal was damaged during assembly. Lost half of the oil in the transaxle.
Could not drive for one week waiting for replacement seals. Antilock system ABS , parking
brake, master cylinder, calipers, rotors, pulsation or vibration, squeaking, brake failure or wear.
Only after conversation with Service manager the issue has been fixed. Required the whole
front brake assembly to be replaced. When it was first noticed I was advised to drive more.
Second time they had to replace them did not charge me ". Brakes should go a lot longer than
10, miles before needing service. Was told by a Toyota service representative that excessive
use of cruise control feature was the cause of premature brake wear. Was told to down shift to
slow the vehicle down on steep grades and to use the cruise control feature less often. Toyota
paid for the brake replacement. Our Lexus RX has 35, miles and has never had a brake issue.
We use the cruise control feature often with no brake problems. I appealed to the manager who
contacted Toyota and Toyota agreed to cover the cost of the new rotors and pads. Service tech
told me it's covered under a Tech Service Bulletin". As soon as the front brakes were replaced
the vibration issue was resolved. Very noticeable. I took it back to the dealer and was advised
that it is because I don't drive it enough. The brakes are rusting". Brake pads were worn down
and had to replace them for the first time. Rotors also needed turning but could not be turned as
they were too thin. Said this was a common issue with Toyotas. This was a mechanic we have
used for years and he does not fix or replace things unless they need fixing. However, they
would only replace the rotors and not the pads. I could buy both pads and rotors for the price
they quoted me for the pads. Dealer adjusted and the problem stopped. Alternator, starter,
hybrid battery and related systems, regular battery, battery cables, engine harness, coil, ignition
switch, electronic ignition, distributor or rotor failure, spark plugs and wires failure. Glove
compartment door fell off. Rear hatch opener quit working. Dealer cannot find, will not appear

when in the shop. Terrible headlights!!! This prevents light on the road ahead in areas that are
dips. Adjusting the lights for higher coverage darkns the road in the near range". When
adjusted to shine at normal distance, the lights are too bright for oncoming cars and do NOT
sufficiently light the street in the near distance. The choice for these lights is either light up the
street or blind oncoming drivers". The car battery completely discharged and failed while the
car was running and being driven in traffic. The power steering failed while being driven in
traffic. I had to replace the battery too. Paint fading, chalking, cracking, or peeling , loose
interior and exterior trim or moldings, rust. Discolored and de-laminating. Left side is darker
than the right side. Left side does not match paint color on adjacent panel. Dealer made note,
did not offer a solution". When it was repaired, the repair facility apparently failed to properly
finish a place on the passenger door, leaving some metal exposed. It has a rust place on it now.
Shocks or struts, ball joints, tie rods, wheel bearings, alignment, steering linkage includes rack
and pinion , power steering pumps and hoses, leaks , wheel balance, springs or torsion bars,
bushings, electronic or air suspension. We noticed every time we turned, or went in a dip in the
road there was a grinding noise. Well it turned out the a bolt was very lose in the suspension.
Had to have a new nut and bolt put in. The Toyota dealer should have realized there was
something wrong when it was hard to align the car. I sure hop the bolt doesn't come lose again.
Took 4 visits to local dealer to get them to address the problem". Grease was leaking and they
said it wasn't bad enough. Fixed under warranty but required three days to complete". Dealer
could not replicate. Found rust on brake pads on a brand new vehicle though. Power or manual
windows, locks and latches, tailgate, hatch or trunk, doors or sliding doors, mirrors, seat
controls, safety belts, sunroof, convertible top. The dealership had to adjust the door and
replace the trim. The door was crooked to look at as you walked up to it, and crooked to look at
as you looked in the drivers left mirror down the side of the car. Should have issued a recall, its
quite dangerous! Muffler, pipes, catalytic converter, exhaust manifold, leaks. After heated
discussion, dealer was able to stop ratle, but it came back after a few thousand miles. I have
referred the problem to Toyota and they claim that is by design. However, the models do not
have this same issue, and a friend's daughter bought a and it does not have the same problem.
Otherwise no response in normal driving. Accessory belts and pulleys, engine computer,
engine mounts, engine knock or ping, oil leaks. When putting foot on gas, car does not move.
There is excessive delay that is dangerous. This is a safety issue. Also, position of side mirrors
causes a blind spot when turning left. Sits too high and blocks vision when turning. Poor unsafe
design. Code was referring to lean fuel injectors both occurances After 3 days in shop I was told
it was bad gas. Warnings have not returned as of this date. It stated that I had lost oil pressure
and it is necessary to pull over as soon as possible and shut the vehicle off. I did. I waited a few
seconds and turned it back on and everything was fine. I took it to the dealer and they ran it
through some tests and found nothing wrong. They were also confused as to why it did it and
were unable to give my an explanation as to why or if this has happened to others. They stated
that they have never heard of this before. It actually stopped. Had to pull over quickly before an
accident happened. Turned out the engine computer needed an update. Haven't had a problem
since. But, it sure was scary losing speed so quickly on the freeway. Would have lived with it
but was under warranty". It was replaced. The vehicle vibrated severely at speeds above 50
mph. First dealer appt said they could not duplicate problem. So I picked the vehicle up and
made service manager ride with me. Of course the problem was immediately apparent. Dealer
had vehicle 4 days to diagnose problem and replace axle. The cable had to be replaced to
resolve the problem. The vehicle was towed to a dealership to make the repair. The vehicle was
undriveable due to the problem. Numerous warnings were shown on the dashboard display
stating brake low power mode, traction control turned off, check engine and brake override
malfunction. It was fixed with a computer program download. Nothing mechanical was repaired.
It was all electronic. Claim would not go more than 5 mph. Apparently a seal was cut during
assembly. Significant loss of fluid. Needed a complete tear down to fix. Still leaked. Second tear
down required. Required wheel alignment when completed. Had to get fixed twice. I took it back
to the Toyota dealership, they diagnosed the problem within an hour. They had to order the part
and in the meantime they did a temporary fix to get it working and I brought it back and they put
a new blower in within 30 minutes. This was at the 20, mile mark. Radiator, cooling fan,
antifreeze leaks, water pump, thermostat, overheating. I have also smelled it when stopped in
traffic with the windows down. The level in the plastic container gose down very slowly. My
dealer checked it twice and found nothing. I called Toyota customer service and they made an
appointment at a different dealer. They could not find a leak. I was told at that time to let the
reservoir go empty and than a factory rep. It will take a couple of more months for it to empty.
Toyota offered to refund the amount of the repair except for sales tax, but so far two months
have not done so, despite numerous contacts. They were all repaired at Toyota dealer under an

extended warranty that I had purchased when I bought the vehicle. Cruise control, clock,
warning lights, body control module, keyless entry, wiper motor or washer, tire pressure
monitor, interior or exterior lights, horn, gauges, 12V power plug, remote engine start, alarm or
security system. This seems to happen if the brake is not fully engaged. The car will turn the
ignition to an on position but will not start the engine. Opening the car door may reset this
behavior, but I have had to remove the dongle from the receiving range of the ignition
previously to get the car to start". Only happened once, cycled through start up proceedure
several times, finally engine turned over and started. Engine rebuild or replacement, cylinder
head, head gasket, turbo or supercharger, timing chain or timing belt. It was replaced which
took quite a bit of labor and parts cost. It began at approximately miles. It did not disable the
vehicle but did throw a persistent check engine issue that disables most of the viewable vehicle
functions in the driver's vehicle monitoring system. As the vehicle was out of the mile bumper
to bumper warranty, it was not covered by the standard warranty. Reactivate now to get the
information you were looking for! If you feel you have received this message in error, please
view our customer care FAQs or access your account information here. Sign In. Become a
Member. Remember Me. Not a member? Need further assistance? Please call Member Services
at Unlock Ratings. New Used Toyota Highlander Change Vehicle. There are 4 recalls on this
vehicle. Learn More. See All. Owner Satisfaction. Crash and Rollover Tests. Road Test Results.
Performance Performance. Acceleration Acceleration Acceleration tests are conducted on a
smooth, flat pavement straightaway at the track. The time in seconds that a vehicle takes to
reach 60 mph from a standstill with the engine idling. Transmission Transmission Transmission
performance is determined by shifting smoothness, response, shifter action, and clutch
actuation for manual transmissions. Fuel Economy Fuel Economy We perform our own
fuel-economy tests, independent of the government's often-quoted EPA figures and the
manufacturers' claims. Using a precise fuel-flow measuring device spliced into the fuel line, we
run two separate circuits to represent city and highway consumption. CR's Overall Mileage CR's
Overall Mileage CR's overall mileage is a composite of measured fuel usage on a prescribed city
course and highway cruising; and CR's mile test trip of mixed driving, if tested. In recent road
tests, we've discontinued the mile trip test. Braking Braking The braking rating is a composite
of wet and dry stopping distances and pedal feel. Braking distance is from 60 mph, with no
wheels locked. Emergency Handling Emergency Handling Several factors go into the rating,
including the avoidance maneuver speed and confidence, as well as how the vehicle behaves
when pushed to its limit. Ride Ride Our expert judgment of how well the suspension isolates
and absorbs road imperfections and how steady it keeps the body on various road surfaces.
Noise Noise Our expert judgment of the vehicle's interior noise level in everyday driving. Front
Seat Comfort Front Seat Comfort Our judgment of how comfortable the front seat is for drivers
of various heights. Rear Seat Comfort Rear Seat Comfort Our judgment of how comfortable the
rear seat is for two passengers to sit across. Emissions Emissions. Greenhouse Gas
Greenhouse Gas The Greenhouse Gas Rating represents the amount of carbon dioxide the
vehicle emits compared to other vehicles of the same model year. This score from the EPA
ranges from 1 worst to 10 best. Smog Rating Smog Rating The Smog Rating represents the
amount of health-damaging and smog-forming airborne pollutants the vehicle emits compared
to other vehicles of the same model year. Owner Reports. Worse Better. Reliability History
Reliability History The reliability charts are based on responses on hundreds of thousands of
vehicles from our latest Annual Auto Survey. Consumer Reports subscribers reported on any
serious problems they had with their vehicles during the past 12 months that they considered
serious because of cost, failure, safety, or downtime, in any of the trouble spots included in the
table below. The results are presented relative to the average model that year. Extra weight is
given to the more serious areas such as major engine or transmission problems. Based on this
data and further analysis, we predict reliability for the latest year. An X indicates that the vehicle
was not manufactured for a specific year. Engine Major Engine Major Engine rebuild or
replacement, cylinder head, head gasket, turbo or supercharger, timing chain or timing belt.
Engine Minor Engine Minor Accessory belts and pulleys, engine computer, engine mounts,
engine knock or ping, oil leaks. Engine Cooling Engine Cooling Radiator, cooling fan, antifreeze
leaks, water pump, thermostat, overheating. Transmission Major Transmission Major
Transmission rebuild or replacement, torque converter, clutch replacement. Transmission Minor
Transmission Minor Gear selector or linkage, leaks, transmission computer, transmission
sensor or solenoid, clutch adjustment, rough shifting, slipping transmission. View all Reliability.
Owner Satisfaction Owner Satisfaction To learn about satisfaction, CR has collected survey
data from our annual survey on more than half a million vehicles. Our subscribers provide great
insights into their satisfaction by answering one simple question: If they had it to do all over
again, would they definitely buy or lease the same model? In addition, respondents also rate

their cars in six categories: driving experience, comfort, value, styling, audio, and climate
systems. Driving Experience Driving Experience Includes acceleration and handling. Comfort
Comfort Includes seats, climate control, noise, and ride. Value Value Did you get what you
wanted relative to the price you paid? Styling Styling How it looks inside and out. View all
Owner Satisfaction. Safety Equipment. Side and head protection air bags standard from
Forward collision warning and automatic emergency braking available from , standard from
Drive Wheels. AWD , Front. Coverage varies among versions of this vehicle. Read more about
extended warranties. Body Styles. Transmissions Available. Engines Available. What Owners
Say. The whole thing is dead" Jeff R. They had to reset the software" Stephen R. Retraining
briefly improves performance" Douglas V. Air or water leaks "Air leak in driver's door. I haven't
taken it in yet" Jody A. Transmission rebuild or replacement "Transmission failed completely,
leaving us stranded. Finally around miles it became constant and was diagnose as transmission
by Toyota and was replaced" Gary W. Rough shifting "The car "lags" and may be partially due
to the auto-shutoff feature for fuel savings. Low speed acceleration is hesitant" Elizabeth C.
Rough shifts when accelerating after slowing for an intersection, especially on left turns"
Elizabeth C. Very disappointed" Craig M. All covered by warranty" Eric S. Adjusting the lights
for higher coverage darkns the road in the near range" Michael R. The choice for these lights is
either light up the street or blind oncoming drivers" Mike O. Loose exterior trim or moldings
"Loose luggayrack" Andy H. Dealer made note, did not offer a solution" Arthur B. Alignment
"Mechanic had to install after market part to fix the alignment. Took 4 visits to local dealer to get
them to address the problem" Dave S. Doors or sliding doors "The drivers door was mounted
crooked from the factory. Engine computer "Excelleration is very very poor. Driveline vibration
"Right side front Drive axle had to be replaced to correct vibration problem" Robert B.
Antifreeze leaks "I constantly smell anti freeze when I turn off the engine. Opening the car door
may reset this behavior, but I have had to remove the dongle from the receiving range of the
ignition previously to get the car to start" Douglas V. Cylinder head "Cylinder head was
deformed, apparently a material problem. Emission control devices includes EGR "This issue
was an evaporative emissions canister related to the fuel system. See All Trouble Spots.
Change Vehicle. Ready to Shop Local Inventory? Select Another Vehicle. More From Consumer
Reports. Make a Donation Newsletters Give a Gift. You no longer have digital access to ratings
and reviews. The Toyota Highlander scores high for its refinement, quiet interior, ride comfort,
power, fuel economy, and flexible and roomy second-row seat. It's one of our top-scoring
three-row SUVs, but it is not without its drawbacks. The third-row seat is tight. And while the
handling is secure, it's not very agile. In most cases, automotive warranties are based on the
vehicle identification number VIN , and the warranty will be valid regardless of ownership. The
dealership can tell you exactly how much warranty is left. The Reliability score is based on our
latest subscriber survey of Toyota Highlander owners. The owner comments describe problems
respondents experienced with this vehicle. Bluetooth , voice control commands, steering wheel
controls, portable music device interface e. At the vehicle startup -and the vehicle is put into
reverse- safety issue! You have to wait a period of time to see what's behind you. Toyota says
there is nothing they can do about it". Turning the car off and removing the phone from the car
and turning the phone off did not work. I am making an appointment to have it evaluated this
week". The system would change channels or dial the Bluetooth synced phone on its own.
Mainly occurred when temp was below 50 at start up of the vehicle". Unable to predict timing or
correlate to any other condition temperature, road surface, audio function in use at time, ect.
Once the system reboots for the second time, the audio is off. Screen is basically frozen,
volume knob does nothing not even a display of volume level and no audio will come from
system. Only way to reset is to pull over, turn car off, wait a minute and restart. Though this is
only temporary as it will reboot again in seconds up to an hour We use the car for long road
trips, so this has been extremely aggravating to not have any audio for days spent in the car I
have had the Toyota dealership look it at and try a software update, this had no effect. The next
step they recommended was to replace the head unit, which is cost prohibitive. From research, I
believe the issue is a poor wire connection between head unit and amplifier, as the car uses a
digital protocol to send audio information to the amplifier. If a packet is dropped, the head unit
reboots this is unverified I have disassembled the whole dash, head unit, amplified, and tested
all wiring without finding a continuity issue. Can't figure this one out No music, no directions,
nothing. Neither Toyota nor the dealership would fix the problem. System had to have patches
installed for a fee". System won't turn on or if on won't turn off. Changes stations automatically
and won't stop". If it goes out again, I would expect a warranty coverage--if not it would be a
huge cost item". They no longer fix things, but pull the whole thing and slide in a new one. BUT
- replacement from original dealer was a rebuilt unit. It took 6 weeks no radio, blue Tooth.
Backup camera, etc. Can not get it to malfuntion when at dealers shop". Toyota has not been

able to duplicate the issue when in the shop so it won't be covered under the warranty". They
have replaced the entire unit twice and recently re-programmed it with only slightly better
operation. This is a definite weakness in the Toyota product suite also seen in other owned
Toyota Siena and Camry". Replaced system in dash. Entire unit replaced. And the radio
information to be unreadable. We have been off course as much as 50 miles before discovering
that we were going the wrong direction". It will get close but allow you to drive miles past the
destination. It also routes you in the wrong direction then states, "make a U turn". Garmin
infallible". Thank goodness - when it happened - the vehicle was still covered in the bumper to
bumper warranty. Nav system on my '08 Infiniti is infinitely better". Was told this was normal?
Then it will often try to limit the letters or numbers that you can enter, which can not allow u to
enter the location u need, so it's often not useful. Found myself lost because of highway
construction. Wish I kept using my Garmin which has free updates. Car must be restarted to fix
the issue. Setting up is a case of trying different steps and maybe stumbling into the right
procedure. All I want is the hands free feature and it's an on-again off-again experience. Very
disappo". To rest you need to shut off car". Hard to reconnect if at all. Sometimes one phone
synchs, sometimes the other or neither. Even when connected and parked calls cannot always
be made. Searches for phone can not find, searches for car can not find Phone will work and
then for no reason no phone". When listening to another preset station the radio would jump to
the last preset spot and set a new station". Hard to grasp the knob without touching the screen
and the station changes". Had to replace". We are told it was due to a spiderweb clogging the
system. We've had it happen more than once". Dealer repaired the problem". Not worth it. But
will impact resale value. Apparently there was a plugged drain and water was draining to
floorboard instead of out through somewhere else. Took two trips to the dealer. On second try
they apparently removed the inside of the driver's side door and in doing so compromised the
window tinting which now has a ripple. Thanks Toyota. Causing the carpet to be saturated we
didn't know where the leak was coming from we blew out the gutters had them blown out
professionally and the next big rain storm the problem happened again. This time we took it to a
body shop they took the whole interior apart to locate the problem. The way my body mechanic
explained it there was some kind of a hose that was not extended far enough to drain outside of
the car and instead when we had torrential rains a drain into the car he fixed it by putting an
extension on that hose so that would drain in the back outside of the car. The way my body
mechanic explained it there was some kind of a hose that was not extended far enough to drain
outside of the car and instead when we had torrential rains it drained into the car he fixed it by
putting an extension on that hose so that we drain in the back outside of the car. This was very
annoying because they're concerned about mold in mildew growing in my car is a health
hazard. Plus we love the car except for this repeated problem. Cost a lot of money to figure it
out it was an expensive fix but it was aggravating to tear the whole interior apart to find the leak.
I contacted Toyota and they said they never heard of that such a problem but when I looked it
up on the web I saw other people complained of similar water issues in the back seat carpet and
the last time it happened to us the carpet in the front tree passenger side was wet too! Not sure
what the source of the sounds were". The seat is kept down". In order to stop the rattling I need
to flod it down about 2. It has not been fixed. I'm not sure what it does, but feels like it has
springs to provide tension. I believe it was a known Toyota problem. When I discussed it with
the service writer, he know immediately what it was, had to order a part. A couple days later, I
returned to the dealer and the problem was fixed". It is fixed for a short period then it returns
much louder than previously. Has been there since new, but originally only squeaked at
temperatures around 30 degrees F. Now it does it all the time. It seems to dissipate as the car
warms up significantly but it's something I've never experienced in any other car I've owned. I
do also hear wind noise but it's not anywhere near as bad as in my old Honda Accord! It is
reflected sound I assume. It is just annoying and it does not cause any other prolem. It's been
there for years, and I just don't pay any more attention to it. From Passenger Seat rattles,
dealership recommended tire balancing, but still problem exists. It doesn't happen in the winter
only when the weather warms". Occurs at high speed, worse when windy. I've had the door
panel off four times looking for it and have siliconed anything inside that would rattle. I've
narrowed it down too the part of the door handle that pulls back. I've put in a spacer that seems
to help. Now I have to figure a way to attach it permanently". I had a Highlander and never had
ANY squeaks". It sounds like it could be a seal or something with the driver side door". Just
started this past winter. The dealer indicated it could take several hours to dismantle the
dashboard and find the source of the squeak". The window has to be closed! Toyota has been
unable to find the problem. The problem has occurred since the original purchase date and we
have brought it in at least 5 t". Annoying but not enough to cause getting rid of vehicle. To date
dealers were unable to identify exact source even after multiple visits. When closed there is an

evident wider gap between the hatch edge and body. The dealership provided little help in
correcting problem". Dealer can't resolve, says weather strip is adequate". Antilock system ABS
, parking brake, master cylinder, calipers, rotors, pulsation or vibration, squeaking, brake failure
or wear. I have owned 10 Hondas and a Subaru before and never had this problem". All four
rotors have been replaced with new. Still has this problem. Dealer checked and couldn't find
what was causing the problem. I consider this part of normal maintenance". I had no problem
stopping. Had serviced at Toyota because they had very competitive brake repair prices for this
type of service. I would consider this more than reasonable. It was only after that, that the
vibration problem started. The vendor was only willing to address the problem for an additional
fee. He said the issue did not present a dangerous situation so we left it alone. Since you don't
have these repairs done but every 3 -4 years, you experience significant sticker shock when you
see these bills compared to a prior bill for the same or similar repair. Most likely routine wear
and tear". We live in a valley so we almost always go down hill to get to our house. We haven't
had any problems with our Highland, but we have had multiple brake issues with our
Highlander-having to have the brakes replaced every year. We haven't been able to get more
than 12, miles on brakes and rotors. We've even tried ceramic parts to see if it would make a
difference, but it hasn't. Maybe it's just our vehicle???? I have never replaced brakes at that
mileage before". Fortunately for us, we have an excellent repair shop who have paid for the
replacement each year. In late , they put ceramic brakes on it in hopes that they will last longer.
We haven't had this problem with the Highlander only the Had a brake job atone location and 3
months later the problem returned. I passed. Took to another vendor who diagnosed warping in
the more expensive ceramic take pads they recommended. However problem only somewhat
better. They are replaced. It's costly. First brake job after 90, miles". Paint fading, chalking,
cracking, or peeling , loose interior and exterior trim or moldings, rust. I was able to reinstall it
myself. It was just pressure fitted". The rubber piece continues to pull away and forces me to
push it back in place. It also causes a whistling noise in the cabin which is annoying". Don't
know why. The replacement trim also became loose. Dealer glued it on. One roof cover for rack
and rubber molding also on roof rack". I had to re-glue them, but they continue to pop loose.
Will need to be painted in another year or two or rust will o". The paint color is Blizzard Pearl
white of which Toyota has had thousands of problems. I brought the car into the dealership and
they advised me that they could do nothing about the paint problem as the car is over 3 years
old. I call Toyota Customer Care and was advised that the vin number did not have any recalls
on the paint job. My question to them was that the Blizzard Pearl finish obviously was defective
and as good customer relations they should make my paint job good. Needless to say they
ignored my suggestion and I am left with a car that has 3 areas on the roof that have peeled all
the way down to the primer. Needless to say I will never but another Toyota product again". I
contacted Toyota about the problem and Toyota declined to assist. Including rust where the
paint had chipped in an area that wouldn't have been chipped because of ordinary use". Issue is
common with applications of coatings paint at sharp transitions such as door panel edges".
Three trips to the dealership and they would not even look at the car". We have not had it fixed
yet. What really bothers me is that my husband's truck has no rust whatsoever, and it is older. I
bought this SUV sight unseen from a dealer over the phone and I will never do that again. I
believe the rust spot was there when I bought it and it was patched. It is visible now, but since it
is so late, I can't do anything about it. I think I'll stick with Toyota, however we have discussed
Subaru and Honda. It will depend on ratings and friends' experiences. I have one who traded in
her Toyota Hylander for a Honda Pilot and she regretted it. The body shop told us that the rust
was coming from the inside out". Also started to rust at bottom edge of that door". No issues
with the trim around the other windows so I'm not sure if Toyota just used a lower grade trim in
the back or what". Shocks or struts, ball joints, tie rods, wheel bearings, alignment, steering
linkage includes rack and pinion , power steering pumps and hoses, leaks , wheel balance,
springs or torsion bars, bushings, electronic or air suspension. No external causes for moving
out of alignment". Had to purchase a repair kt to correct alignment. Could not be adjusted
manually". We had the problem diagnosed and fixed. I was informed by the dealer that a leak
had been found during an oil change. Very expensive repair. I told the dealer that they sold me a
certified vehicle and that this should never occurred after driving only mi. The dealer covered all
cost, including wheel alignment". Toyota replaced under warranty at no cost". But, not a safety
issue, so we have not repaired this, yet. Expenice repair considering it was only 37 months old
and less than miles". Covered under warranty". Problem resolved. I googled it and found it was
probably a problem with the linkage. The prior owner had bought an extended warranty which
was still in effect, so I took it to the dealer for repair. It was repaired successfully. Was a faulty
drive shaft in these years of Highlanders I guess. Didn't affect performance, it was just
annoying. After about a week I would hear and slightly feel a slight clunk when I would turn the

vehicle in either direction. Then I noticed the steering seemed to be a little lose. After doing
research this is a known issue with the Highlanders. There is a service bulletin, but no recall.
When I called the dealer about it they told me since its not a safety issue which I disagree with
Toyota won't pay for the repair. It's a shame because it is a very nice SUV and I enjoy it except
for that. I am thinking of getting rid of it and getting something else. The dealer indicated it was
a u-joint in the steering linkage. At this mileage, I am thinking the part was of sub-standard
quality. I looked it up on the web and correctly diagnosed steering linkage problems. Was
making a whirring sound that got worse as speed increased". I was told the lug nuts were not
properly torqued. Upon retorquing, I competed another miles of driving without further noise.
The next time a drove the car, two days later, the same noise occured, but I checked the lug
nuts myself, and did not find them loose. I will be checking with the dealer. I believe it is a rear
wheel bearing issue. I was pleased to learn that replacement and repairs were covered by
warranty. Alternator, starter, hybrid battery and related systems, regular battery, battery cables,
engine harness, coil, ignition switch, electronic ignition, distributor or rotor failure, spark plugs
and wires failure. I had to get something changed to correct the problem. It was covered under
my extended warranty. Replaced by dealer". The problem was not in the keyless remote, but, a
mechanism in the door. It was fixed under warranty". I am a software engineer so I can
understand how this works and the procedure according to the owner's manual. After one such
incident, the battery would not charge and I purchased a new one. Also, the remote key fob
seems to drain the fob battery worse than any car I have owned. Each fob [I have 2] needs new
batteries twice a year. The problem is that there is no warning that the battery in the fob is low.
Either the key has to be used or access to vehicle has to be made form passenger side. Toyota
is aware of ongoing issue in many vehicles yet no recall. Repairs were DIY, by replacing just the
small motor inside the actuator, rather than replacing the entire actuator. Seems to be a very
common Toyota issue". I have to manually lock and unlock the door. My understanding from
the dealer is that they have seen this problem with Toyota Highlanders before, so it's not
uncommon. I have not had a chance to call them yet Given the cost vs. Took it to dealer to
reset". I've owned a Rav4 with the same problem. I have not taken the car to the dealer to
address the problem. When the TPM light comes on, there is no indication which tire it is. After
checking all the tires, I found a tip on the internet to check the spare. Sure enough, it was low
and that was the source of the TPM light. Two other things I complained to Toyota about: 1.
There are other parameters in the Toyota that requires dealer laptop. The design and practice is
unacceptable. Toyota could improve the drive car interaction by looking at the way GMC and
Ford handles these items. I get the pressure in my tires checked very often and the pressure in
each tire is always good. The light still stays on. Dealer said it could not be worked on for a
week due to Christmas Holidays. Was covered by extended warranty, but had to be in shop for
several days while parts ordered. Power or manual windows, locks and latches, tailgate, hatch
or trunk, doors or sliding doors, mirrors, seat controls, safety belts, sunroof, convertible top.
The hood was flapping in the wind as I drove. Never had this problem in all the Toyotas I owned.
What kind of material is it made of to not last 6 years?! Cheap crap parts on cars now. I didn't
use it so it had to be poor workmanship. The dealer ended up replacing the entire tailgate". It
has been replaced". There's apparently no way to just replace the cap so we'll have to replace
the entire assembly, which ain't going to be cheap. Window broke specifically, more like
exploded when trying to open. In order to repair it the inside of the door must be taken off. To
my thinking that is a defect in the power windows". It cost a lot to repair - don't remember
exactly. There were several similar problems - poor workmanship and I will not buy another
Toyota". I found a video on youtube that said this was a common problem and fixed my self.
Bolt needed some Loctite. Dealer was able to repair on short notice. Whoever designed the
climate list does not understand ac repair. Compressor failed. Replaced under mile warranty
miles. Complete satisfaction with dealer service. Did not cool. Took 3 visits to resolve. It turned
out to be a refrigerant leak from the pipe. The first two times the part was damaged in transport.
A free loaner was offered but declined. A free loaner car was offered but turned down as we did
not need it. This service was performed at a Toyota dealer. US cost to replace canada cdn".
Replacement hose not covered under warranty. Accessory belts and pulleys, engine computer,
engine mounts, engine knock or ping, oil leaks. It took an extra 3 hours at dealership for repair
though which was quite inconvenient. I don't have any more money to spend on this issue and
so I am living with it. Radiator, cooling fan, antifreeze leaks, water pump, thermostat,
overheating. It was under warranty". Pump replaced under warranty at no cost". Cruise control,
clock, warning lights, body control module, keyless entry, wiper motor or washer, tire pressure
monitor, interior or exterior lights, horn, gauges, 12V power plug, remote engine start, alarm or
security system. Re-starting it happened again. After towing and diagnostic it was discovered it
was the MAF sensor. Had it towed to dealer. Dealer said it was frost in the throttle body. No

problem in warm weather. Happened twice". I took the car back to the dealership and, after a
couple of inconclusive test drives, it finally showed the same sy". Dealer mechanic diagnosed
need to re-build. Muffler, pipes, catalytic converter, exhaust manifold, leaks. It won't connect to
modern phones iPhone or windows phone. I don't use it at all and am very disappointed". Gear
selector or linkage, leaks, transmission computer, transmission sensor or solenoid, clutch
adjustment, rough shifting, slipping transmission. The seal was 12 dollars the labor to replace
the seal was dollars. The seal was Transmission rebuild or replacement, torque converter,
clutch replacement. Toyota replaced transmission". It would not go back into gear. I had it
towed to nearest dealer and they replaced the transmission with a rebuilt unit". Need to stomp
on accelerator to get going, then it really takes off. Dealer couldn't resolve". It was running fine,
but I took in the the Toyota dealer and had it repaired. Engine rebuild or replacement, cylinder
head, head gasket, turbo or supercharger, timing chain or timing belt. Reactivate now to get the
information you were looking for! If you feel you have received this message in error, please
view our customer care FAQs or access your account information here. Sign In. Become a
Member. Remember Me. Not a member? Need further assistance? Please call Member Services
at Unlock Ratings. New Used Toyota Highlander Change Vehicle. There are 3 recalls on this
vehicle. Learn More. See All. Owner Satisfaction. Crash and Rollover Tests. Road Test Results.
Performance Performance. Acceleration Acceleration Acceleration tests are conducted on a
smooth, flat pavement straightaway at the track. The time in seconds that a vehicle takes to
reach 60 mph from a standstill with the engine idling. Transmission Transmission Transmission
performance is determined by shifting smoothness, response, shifter action, and clutch
actuation for manual transmissions. Fuel Economy Fuel Economy We perform our own
fuel-economy tests, independent of the government's often-quoted EPA figures and the
manufacturers' claims. Using a precise fuel-flow measuring device spliced into the fuel line, we
run two separate circuits to represent city and highway consumption. CR's Overall Mileage CR's
Overall Mileage CR's overall mileage is a composite of measured fuel usage on a prescribed city
course and highway cruising; and CR's mile test trip of mixed driving, if tested. In recent road
tests, we've discontinued the mile trip test. Braking Braking The braking rating is a composite
of wet and dry stopping distances and pedal feel. Braking distance is from 60 mph, with no
wheels locked. Emergency Handling Emergency Handling Several factors go into the rating,
including the avoidance maneuver speed and confidence, as well as how the vehicle behaves
when pushed to its limit. Ride Ride Our expert judgment of how well the suspension isolates
and absorbs road imperfections and how steady it keeps the body on various road surfaces.
Noise Noise Our expert judgment of the vehicle's interior noise level in everyday driving. Front
Seat Comfort Front Seat Comfort Our judgment of how comfortable the front seat is for drivers
of various heights. Rear Seat Comfort Rear Seat Comfort Our judgment of how comfortable the
rear seat is for two passengers to sit across. Emissions Emissions. Greenhouse Gas
Greenhouse Gas The Greenhouse Gas Rating represents the amount of carbon dioxide the
vehicle emits compared to other vehicles of the same model year. This score from the EPA
ranges from 1 worst to 10 best. Smog Rating Smog Rating The Smog Rating represents the
amount of health-damaging and smog-forming airborne pollutants the vehicle emits compared
to other vehicles of the same model year. Owner Reports. Worse Better. Reliability History
Reliability History The reliability charts are based on responses on hundreds of thousands of
vehicles from our latest Annual Auto Survey. Consumer Reports subscribers reported on any
serious problems they had with their vehicles during the past 12 months that they considered
serious because of cost, failure, safety, or downtime, in any of the trouble spots included in the
table below. The results are presented relative to the average model that year. Extra weight is
given to the more serious areas such as major engine or transmission problems. Based on this
data and further analysis, we predict reliability for the latest year. An X indicates that the vehicle
was not manufactured for a specific year. Engine Major Engine Major Engine rebuild or
replacement, cylinder head, head gasket, turbo or supercharger, timing chain or timing belt.
Engine Minor Engine Minor Accessory belts and pulleys, engine computer, engine mounts,
engine knock or ping, oil leaks. Engine Cooling Engine Cooling Radiator, cooling fan, antifreeze
leaks, water pump, thermostat, overheating. Transmission Major Transmission Major
Transmission rebuild or replacement, torque converter, clutch replacement. Transmission Minor
Transmission Minor Gear selector or linkage, leaks, transmission computer, transmission
sensor or solenoid, clutch adjustment, rough shifting, slipping transmission. View all Reliability.
Owner Satisfaction Owner Satisfaction To learn about satisfaction, CR has collected survey
data from our annual survey on more than half a million vehicles. Our subscribers provide great
insights into their satisfaction by answering one simple question: If they had it to do all over
again, would they definitely buy or lease the same model? In addition, respondents also rate
their cars in six categories: driving experience, comfort, value, styling, audio, and climate

systems. Driving Experience Driving Experience Includes acceleration and handling. Comfort
Comfort Includes seats, climate control, noise, and ride. Value Value Did you get what you
wanted relative to the price you paid? Styling Styling How it looks inside and out. View all
Owner Satisfaction. Safety Equipment. Side and head protection air bags standard from
Forward collision warning and automatic emergency braking available from , standard from
Drive Wheels. AWD , Front. Coverage varies among versions of this vehicle. Read more about
extended warranties. Body Styles. Transmissions Available. Engines Available. What Owners
Say. Toyota says there is nothing they can do about it" Thomas A. Mainly occurred when temp
was below 50 at start up of the vehicle" Sarah D. System had to have patches installed for a fee"
John Paul A. Changes stations automatically and won't stop" Duane M. If it goes out again, I
would expect a warranty coverage--if not it would be a huge cost item" David R. Can not get it to
malfuntion when at dealers shop" D M. Toyota has not been able to duplicate the issue when in
the shop so it won't be covered under the warranty" Andrew S. We have been off course as
much as 50 miles before discovering that we were going the wrong direction" Robert G. Nav
system on my '08 Infiniti is infinitely better" E W. Very disappo" Andrew R. Searches for phone
can not find, searches for car can not find Phone will work and then for no reason no phone"
Anonymous, CA Toyota Highlander Limited 3. When listening to another preset station the radio
would jump to the last preset spot and set a new station" Anonymous, RI Toyota Highlander
Base 3. Hard to grasp the knob without touching the screen and the station changes" D M. Air
or water leaks "Water leaked into the front area from the climate system do a clog in the system
that caused a water backup. We've had it happen more than once" Harry W. A couple days later,
I returned to the dealer and the problem was fixed" John C. It doesn't happen in the winter only
when the weather warms" Doug B. It sounds like it could be a seal or something with the driver
side door" Anonymous, CA Toyota Highlander Limited 3. The dealer indicated it could take
several hours to dismantle the dashboard and find the source of the squeak" Anonymous, NB
Toyota Highlander Limited 3. The problem has occurred since the original purchase date and we
have brought it in at least 5 t" Jeremiah P. Dealer can't resolve, says weather strip is adequate"
Stephen Y. I consider this part of normal maintenance" John E. Most likely routine wear and
tear" Robert F. First brake job after 90, miles" Michael S. One roof cover for rack and rubber
molding also on roof rack" William S. Will need to be painted in another year or two or rust will
o" Margaret F. Including rust where the paint had chipped in an area that wouldn't have been
chipped because of ordinary use" Mark D. Issue is common with applications of coatings paint
at sharp transitions such as door panel edges" Anonymous, AB Toyota Highlander Hybrid 3.
Also started to rust at bottom edge of that door" Wendy T. No issues with the trim around the
other windows so I'm not sure if Toyota just used a lower grade trim in the back or what"
Andrew S. Alignment "Have had to have the car alignment adjusted three times in the two years
I've owned it. Could not be adjusted manually" Wayne T. Covered under warranty" Keith C.
Alarm or security system excluding aftermarket systems "bump sensitivity was set too
sensitive. It was fixed under warranty" Steve M. Seems to be a very common Toyota issue"
Franklin B. Doors or sliding doors "Loose piece in the door mechanism" Randall F. US cost to
replace canada cdn" Jim R. Engine computer "Engine hesitates between 10 and 15 mph has
been looked at every service dealer cannot fix" Ralph M. Radiator "The radior leaked and had to
be replace. Pump replaced under warranty at no cost" Stephen M. Battery not hybrid or electric
"Last week the car, after starting, stopped after going a short distance. Happened twice" Leigh
M. CV joint "About 8 months after we bought it I noticed a faint clicking noise and felt a steering
wheel vibration when making a hard left turn. I took the car back to the dealership and, after a
couple of inconclusive test drives, it finally showed the same sy" Anonymous, BC Toyota
Highlander Hybrid Limited 3. Transmission leaks "A seal went out of the rear differential.
Transmission rebuild or replacement "at approx rpm driving mph the rpm would "surge" for
seconds during gentle acceleration. Toyota replaced transmission" Bruce K. I had it towed to
nearest dealer and they replaced the transmission with a rebuilt unit" Anonymous, CA Toyota
Highlander Unsure 3. Fuel injection system "approaching a stop or very slow speed, sometimes
the engine stalls, or significant hesitation. Engine rebuild or replacement "rings froze a couple
of months after the torque converter died " Anonymous, Toyota Highlander Base 2. See All
Trouble Spots. Change Vehicle. Ready to Shop Local Inventory? Select Another Vehicle. More
From Consumer Reports. Make a Donation Newsletters Give a Gift. You no longer have digital
access to ratings and reviews. Make Model Year. Price and Payment. Vehicle History. Engine
and Drivetrain. Vehicle Listing Details. We are excited to offer this Toyota Land Cruiser. With
this exceptional SUV, you'll get sport, utility, and comfort. With amenities and luxuries befitting
a modern day king, this splendorous coach reigns supreme. No matter the terrain or weather,
you'll drive at ease in this 4WD-equipped vehicle. With exceptional safety features and superb
handling, this 4WD was engineered with excellence in mind. At Toyota of Rock Hill, you can be

sure that your experience is our 1 priority! We will always do business in a manner that
represents our core values of integrity, transparency, professionalism and teamwork. You can
reach us at or by visiting us online at Please call us for more information! Land Cruiser trim. All
manufacturer rebates to dealer. New vehicle sale price includes Dealer incentives but excludes
College grad and Military Rebate. Please confirm accuracy of options prior to purchase. Today,
Sunday, I arrived at the Hanover dealership. I had set up an appointment with Robin for today
on Saturday, to see and test drive a new Highlander Hybrid Limited. She told me they were in
stock. I confirmed the appointment with her around pm today saying that we would be there at
When we arrived we were greeted by a salesman who told us that Robin was the internet
contact and he would show us the cars. He had us sit and fill out a contact sheet. I thought this
was not necessary as I already had given all my information to Robin. He then asked what kind
of car we were interested in. I told him we were here to see the Highlander Hybrid Limited
Platinum. He said he would try to find one as it is a niche car. He left and was gone for over 15
minutes. I finally went into the sales managers area where there were 3 men. I told him we had
been here for over 20 minutes and did not know where the salesman was. They said that he was
probably getting the car from the back lot. I told them we were very disappointed in their service
as I had a confirmed appointment and expected that a car would be there ready for me. They
said many people have appointments and do not show. I told them I had confirmed my
appointment 30 minutes before I arrived. He said many people with confirmed appointments
don't show up. We left as the men didn't seem to be any help. As we were going out the door the
salesman arrived with a car. He said we could have the Limited Platinum tomorrow. We left as
they were certainly not able to show what we had been promised and will go to a dealership
who vales the business. This would have been my 6th Toyota. I am not sure if I will continue to
look at Toyotas but will certainly not look at McGee cars again. The following items have been
reconditioned on this vehicle: new brakes! Best of all the price you see is the price you pay. No
haggling. No back and forth. No pressure. And this price is so good it is guaranteed. Subject to
certain terms and conditions. See store for details. Some restrictions apply. Disinfectant
methods or claims should not be deemed to state or imply these products can eliminate or
prevent transmission of any virus, illness or disease. I bought a used Camaro and everyone was
amazing. I have bought dozens of vehicles in the past and this was the smoothest and most
professional experience ever. Lowest prices on the Treasure Coast! No Dealers Please! Pricing
assumes dealer arranged financing if applicable. Please verify all equipment and options before
purchase. We do not take deposits on vehicles. We were looking for a used car and had a very
clean, low mileage trade. We found a car that we liked and proceeded to negotiate a deal. The
dealer's appraiser valued our trade which I thought from my research was a bit low a Honda
Crosstour EX-L with Navi and 38, miles but that is part of negotiations. No problem. Salesman,
Brad, stated that this was part of the negotiation and he promised an increase for the trade
allowance. The warranty would run concurrent with the remaining factory warranty so in
essence, the warranty is effectively a 23 month warranty. We continued some back and forth
negotiation and the dealer's offer was acceptable to me except for the warranty. I told Brad that
we would buy the car at the written offer minus the warranty. Brad stated that the warranty is
part of the deal and it was mandatory for us to purchase the warranty. I have never seen this
tactic before and we did not make a deal. Visit At Herb Chambers, we make sure you get a
vehicle you can count on! Powered by a 5. Our Land Cruiser lets you move about town with
power and prestige as its stunning silhouette is enhanced by side body chrome moldings, LED
projector-beam high-intensity headlights and accent LED lighting. There's something to please
the entire family with dual-screen rear DVD entertainment, as well as the innovative Entune
smartphone app integration Infotainment, Qi wireless phone charging, premium navigation,
Bluetooth, JBL audio, and more. Land Cruiser from Toyota is a trust-worthy traveling
companion whether you are gliding through the carpool lane or navigating the harsh terrain.
Further supplementing your peace of mind is Safety Connect as well as front and rear parking
sonar. This is everything you desire and then some! Print this page and call us Now Holman
Toyota, located in Mt. Laurel, New Jersey is proud to be one of the premier dealerships in the
area and a recipient of the prestigious Toyota President's Award. Recent Arrival! Vroom is a
national online retailer that allows you to shop thousands of high-quality vehicles online,
delivered straight to you contact-free. With Vroom, browse and shop through an extensive
inventory of low-mileage, competitively priced cars, and trucks available for purchase, with easy
online financing and new inventory added every day. Buy your next vehicle from Vroom, have it
delivered straight to you, and never visit a dealership again. Have a car to trade-in? Vroom
offers hassle-free, no obligation quotes and they will even pick it up. Learn more at Vroom.
Vroom only sells cars and trucks with clean titles, that are free of fire, flood and frame damage
and have accident-free CARFAX vehicle history reports at the time of purchase and sale. Every

Vroom vehicle must also pass safety, mechanical and cosmetic inspections before it is sold. If a
vehicle does not meet Vroom's retail standards, they do not list the vehicle for sale on the site.
Odometer is miles below market average! My wife and I just bought a certified used car from
Koons Toyota. Our sales guy was Aladin Z. He is a knowledgeable and Very attentive man. I
never felt a pressure to buy right away, he was always making sure for us to feel comfortable
with our choice for our budget and very understanding of it. I went twice to see him, first to
check it out by myself and the second with my wife. The only reason why I went back was his
honesty. The whole team there made our experience felt pleasant even the finance rep, Nicole,
made it feel even better. I thank everyone and will most definitely think about Koons Toyota
again for my next car buying experience. I worked with Ray on the purchase of my new e While
we went back and forth a bit during the negotiation, in the end I came away feeling good about
the deal we put together. We take great pride in the vehicles that we offer. Each vehicle is hand
selected and carefully inspected to be sure it meets our high standards. We're so sure you'll
love it, we guarantee it. During your first year of ownership bring it our service department and
your first two oil changes are on us. Number of Previous Owners: Owner count not provided.
The staff was super helpful and friendly through the whole process and they have really low
prices. This Land Cruiser has never been smoked in! If you're looking for a large and luxurious
family hauler that features a legendary 4WD system and the ability to seat seven, then look no
further than this Toyota Land Cruiser! Our entire pre-owned inventory has undergone an
extensive point inspection for your safety and the longevity of your new car or truck. Our
trained technicians and attention to detail is what sets us apart from the rest! Our sales policy is
honest and open so you can drive with confidence! Marcus DeOliveira really did an excellent job
in helping me find the perfect first car for me. Not only did he prove an extended knowledge of
each make and model that he presented me, but he understood my needs and made those first
priority in helping me pick out what I needed. Marcus, you're the man! See carmax. At CarMax,
finding the right car is easy. You can shop online, get pre-approved for financing, and receive a
trade-in offer all from the comfort of home. Some fees are location specific and may change if
you transfer this vehicle to a different CarMax store. Certain vehicles may have unrepaired
safety recalls. Check nhtsa. Inventory shown here is updated every 24 hours. Source: Edmunds.
Salesman Stan was very helpful. Great experience all around. Will definately return. Popular
searches. My notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant
vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year
s. Price and Payment Loan Price. Trim Base Heritage Edition 4. Engine and Drivetrain
Transmission Automatic Engine Type Gas Drivetrain Four Wheel Drive Cylinders 6 cylinders 2 8
cylinders Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Listings with recent price drops. Recently
added listings. Are You Getting a Good Deal? Price Drop. No accidents. Know The Deal. Dealer
Review: Fast service for 6 month service interval. Dealer Review: I bought a used Camaro and
everyone was amazing. Dealer Review: We were looking for a used car and had a very clean,
low mileage trade. New Listing. Experience was really easy online. Whole team was amazing.
Dealer Review: consistent, courteous and a commitment to excellent! Dealer Review: false
advertising regarding the car and they use the phone number provided to spam you!! Dealer
Review: I worked with Ray on the purchase of my new e Dealer Review: The staff was super
helpful and friendly through the whole process and they have really low prices. Dealer Review:
Marcus DeOliveira really did an excellent job in helping me find the perfect first car for me.
Showing 1 - 18 out of listings. Overall Consumer Rating. The Toyota Land Cruiser LC is a
legendary vehicle that, worldwide, is synonymous with rugged go-anywhere dependability. A
common complaint with the LC is the price, but if you look beyond the badge, the LC is
arguably entirely worth the asking price. The mechanical components are, across the board,
heavy duty and overbuilt. Sources online - not verified with any statement from Toyota itself
that I've found, but still commonly stated - say the LC has been engineered and built with a 25
year lifespan, with extra levels of testing conducted in extreme environments so it will survive in
the rigors of the Middle East and the Australian Outback. It comes complete with a full time 4
wheel drive system with a 4 wheel low selector, off road driving modes only available in 4L ,
crawl control also 4L , and a fancy turning radius reducing system only 4L again that locks up
the rear inside tire to give you tighter turns on tricky trails. It's also plush and comfortable
inside. The interior is quiet. The materials quality is high. The heated and ventilated seats - and
your mileage may vary here, because everyone is different with seats, as I am literally painfully
aware - are plush, offering support without being overly firm as some other Toyota vehicles are
leather seated 4Runners, most Tundras - looking at you. There are forward-, side- and
backup-cameras, a degree view, parking sensors, radar cruise control, blind spot and rear cross
traffic monitoring, navigation, and an excellent sound system I'm super critical with sound, e.
There's 4-zone climate control, with controls for the second row passengers, and a heated

steering wheel. LED lights including fog lights; even auto windshield wipers. So yes, it's
expensive, but you are getting a lot of vehicle for the money, and it is among the most reliable
vehicles on the road. The most glaring is the gas mileage, which is atrocious and at the level of
my old GMC HD pickup, but with only I wish fervently the LC had the Tundra's 38 gallon tank,
which would go a long, long way to alleviating range anxiety. This is a very heavy vehicle, and
the 5. To be the perfect overlanding vehicle, you really need more fuel. I get anxious just
thinking about not being able to make it more than miles if I'm way out in the mountains without
running out of gas. Thankfully it's easy to remove I removed it alone and appears you can pop
off the front panel to let air flow through. I replaced them in the first week I wanted KO2s, but the
dealership I had an agreement with when I bought the LC could only get me Nitto Terra Grappler
G2s, which I went for, and they've been good so far - as quiet as the stock tires but radically
better off road and in the snow. The Heritage edition I purchased is the two row, which includes
a tonneau cover and more room in the back yes! The media center is old. The graphics are
blocky, though at 9in it's fine on the eyes and the UI is pleasant enough to use and just works.
No Apple Carplay or Android Auto here. Regular old bluetooth has worked fine. The wireless QI
charger is drip-drip slow, but that could be my phone's case. Finally, yes, this is a very
expensive vehicle. Personally, that suits me. I didn't buy the LC to show off. I bought it to be
comfortable with the peace of mind knowing I can drive across that mountain in the distance
and it'll last my family the next 10 to 15 years without problems. Read more. Read less. Learn
more about the Toyota Land Cruiser. The used Toyota Land Cruiser received an average score
of 4. If you want to learn more about the Toyota Land Cruiser, read Edmunds' expert review.
Where to buy a used Toyota Land Cruiser? Shoppers just like you have reviewed dealerships
near you. Now that you've found the right vehicle for you, you can find the best place to buy a
used Toyota Land Cruiser. Great news! Shopping at one of these dealerships means you'll
receive the highest level of customer service. Price, mileage, and condition are all important
factors to consider when buying a used Toyota Land Cruiser. Edmunds found 5 Great, 6 Good,
and 4 Fair deals near you, so you can be sure to get the best price. We also recommend reading
Edmunds' consumer reviews to find common problems, and paying for an independent
inspection to make sure the used Toyota Land Cruiser you're buying doesn't have any problems
that need addressing. Consumer reviews are a great resource for determining how reliable a
used Toyota Land Cruiser will be. Out of consumer reviews of the used Toyota Land Cruiser
available at Edmunds, 2 are one-star reviews. Take a look at those reviews first, as they're most
likely to describe reliability issues with the vehicle. Sign Up. Enter your zip code to check
product availability at U-Haul locations near you. In most cases, we offer three shipping options
for you to choose from. A few items are considered oversize and can only be shipped via freight
truck. Business days are considered Monday through Friday excluding holidays. Please note
that this does not include liftgate service. Please contact us at from 7 a. Arizona time MST
immediately after placing an order to arrange for liftgate service. You can select your shipping
option and see the total shipping cost on the checkout page once you've entered your shipping
address. To track your shipment after purchase click the look up order link at the top of uhaul.
We ship to street addresses only sorry no P. Boxes within the United States and Canada. We
have several fulfillment centers that store and ship our products. If you order more than one
item, each may be shipped from a separate location, and therefore, may arrive at different times.
Your original estimated shipping amount does not change if more than one shipment location is
used. Shipping timeframes depend on the type of item you buy, the time it leaves the warehouse
and the shipping option you choose. Shop online and pick it up in store for free! No minimum
order required. Our most popular items are available for pickup same-day! Just choose "Pick up
in store" as you add items to your cart. At checkout, select your pickup time and we will have
the items on-hand when you come into U-Haul. In-Store Pickup Savings! When you pick up your
order instead of shipping it to your home, you may see additional savings as some products will
be priced lower for in-store pickup. This offer is not valid for orders shipped to Alaska and
Hawaii. Exact shipping costs are available when you checkout. Certain products and brands
may be excluded from the promotion. These products are marked as excluded from free
shipping on the product page. We only ship to street addresses within the 50 states and
Canada. We cannot ship to P. Virgin Islands, Guam, and Mexico. Freight Fees may apply to
oversize or overweight items. These additional costs are shown as a shipping disclaimer on the
product page if applicable. U-Haul 4-Way Flat tow vehicle side wiring with taillight adapter
converts foreign and domestic vehicles with separate turn and stoplights to standard trailer
taillight wiring and plugs directly into any U-Haul trailer. This kit is great and the instructions
were very easy to understand. I was able to install this using simple tools. To view an answer to
a question, simply click on the question. To post a new question, click on the "Ask a question"
button below. Please keep all questions appropriate and related to the product. I have a Uhaul

hitch on my vehicle. Do you install wiring harnesses?? U-Haul installs a wide variety of hitch
and towing components. Please contact your local U-Haul Hitch Center to schedule an
installation and to receive a pricing quote. Thank you! Will this work on Lexus rxH? Please visit
our Trailer Hitches page and enter your vehicle specifications to see all available and
compatible hitch models as well as compatible accessories and towing components. Thank
you. Would the uhaul 4 way flat high energy tail light converter work for a Land Rover Range
Rover? Will this work on a Honda Ody. Hello Vince, Please visit our Trailer page to check the
vehicles this works with. Looking to have a wiring harness installed for towing. Live in Oroville,
Ca. Hello Richard, Yes! Hi Larry, U-Haul installs a wide variety of hitch and towing components.
Would this work for a Land Rover discovery XD? Hello Lain, Please visit our Trailer Hitches
page and enter your vehicle specifications to see all available and compatible hitch models as
well as compatible accessories and towing components. I had the local Uhaul place install a
hitch and wiring on my Mercedes C last week. This weekend I used a tester to check the wiring.
The trailer 4 pin wiring does not flash for the right turn signal left works properly. The actual
right turn signal on the car works properly. I brought it back and they looked at it for a while and
said they can't find a problem. I need to rent a trailer next week. Is there anything different about
the right turn signal? Any technical advice I can give them? I really need this to work and they
seem out of ideas. Hi Robert, Sorry about the issue you are experencing. Our hitch expert
suggest this. The location should start testing at the 4-flat, then at the converter box the green
wire on both sides , then at the taillight connection. I hope that helps. Good Morning Roberto,
Please visit our Trailer Hitches page and enter your vehicle specifications to see all available
and compatible hitch models as well as compatible accessories and towing components. Does
this fit the Mazda 3 Hatchback? If so, does it come with installation instructions? Hello, Bill! For
your vehicle, we recommend opting for the vehicle-specific Taillight Harness Converter. Hello,
Dennis! Please contact the location of your choice directly to learn more. Will this work with
both incandescent and LED bulbs? Hello, Matthew! Yes, this connector works with both
incandescent and LED light bulbs. Hello, is this the right product for my Mercedes S 4Matic?
Thanks in advance. To explore all available towing components that are compatible with your
vehicle, please visit our Trailer Hitches homepage and enter your exact vehicle specifications.
Does this fit for Acura MDX? Will this kit fit my Kia Sorento, it does not have a factory pre wire.
Hello, Mike! Will this work on a Chevy Silverado? Hello, Wally! Hello, Jr! Please contact or visit
your local U-Haul Hitch Center for troubleshooting assistance. Will this work on a 99 town and
country limited? Hello, Paul! Hello, John! Can U-Haul company installed this wiring harness on
my truck for me. Hello, Lisa! Yes - please contact your local U-Haul Hitch Center to schedule an
installation. Can this be used on a 24vdc system? Hello, James! Will this fit a Mazda CX-5? Hi,
Ryan! No, this wiring harness is not compatible with a Mazda CX The first option is a
vehicle-specific, quick-connecting option and the 2nd option is a universal connector that will
require wire splicing. I hope that is helpful! Is this compatible with Honda Odyssey van? Hi,
Jason! No, this wiring component is not compatible with a Honda Odyssey. Hi, Greg! Yes, this
wiring component is compatible with a Honda Fit. Thanks for asking! Will this work for my i
bmw? Hello, Daniel! No, this is not the correct wiring component for your vehicle. Please use
the Curt Taillight Converter Will this work on a Ford Expedition EL ? Hello, Mark! No, this is not
a compatible option for a Ford Expedition EL. Please see Taillight Converter Does this fit for
Lexus RX ? Hey, Nick! This is not a compatible product for a Lexus RX No, this wiring harness
will not work for a Tesla Model S. Please see the Curt Taillight Converter Is this compatible to
Infiniti QX60 Pollak connector? This part is not compatible. To review the several
vehicle-specific options, please contact your local U-Haul Hitch Center. Will this work on my 05
BMW X5? No, this wiring is not compatible with a BMW X5. Hi, Mike! Yes - if you visit our Trailer
Hitches homepage and enter your vehicle specifications, the connector will be an available
option to choose from. Is this the correct component for a Subaru Outback wagon? Hi, Kimble!
Yes, this component is compatible with a Subaru Outback Wagon. Hello, Duane! Yes, this wiring
will work for a Subaru Impreza Outback. I have this item already but only now understand that
my Dodge Grand Caravan has one light for stop and turn. Is it thrue that I cant use this item? Or
I can find correct wires in my car? Product 4-way flat is not compatible or recommended for a
Dodge Grand Caravan. Here are a few options that are available for your vehicle: Taillight
Converter - this is a hard wire option similar to Taillight Harness Converter - this is a quick
connect option that is designed for your vehicle. Custom Wiring Harness - this is a
quick-connecting option designed for your vehicle. Feel free to contact your local U-Haul Hitch
Center for further assistance. Is this the correct unit for a jeep Cherokee xj? Yes, the 4-way flat
connector is compatible with a Jeep Cherokee XJ. Will this work on a Lexus NX? Hello, Miguel!
No, this part is not compatible. We recommend Curt Taillight Converter. I have a Jeep cherokee
that seems to have this same harness. My trailer brake lights do not work. I tested the wiring

and there is signal all the way up to that box where 5 wires goes to 4. No signal for brake lights
after that. Guessing that part went bad. Do I just need to replace the whole thing then? Hello,
Matt! The best option would be to visit your local U-Haul Hitch Center for diagnostics and repair.
They can also replace the part if necessary. Hey with the green wire blue wire yellow wire and
white wire I've got all the lights hooked up to turn signals work running lights work but there are
no brake lights what should I do. Will this work on a Nissan Morano Sport. Hi, Anya! No, we do
not recommend this wiring for your vehicle. Will this work on my ford f pickup? Hi, David! No,
this is not the correct wiring for your vehicle. Will this work for a Ford Escape? Hi, Rudy! No,
this is not the correct wiring option for your Ford Escape. Here are a few options: Curt Universal
Taillight Converter - this is a hard-wired wiring harness that will require wire splicing to install
Curt Wiring Harness - this is a vehicle-specific option that will quickly connect without any
wiring splicing Tekonsha Wiring Harness - this is a vehicle-specific option that will quickly
connect without any wiring splicing I hope that is helpful! WE currently have the on Dodge
Nitro. Is this the correct part to replace it? Hi, Pam! U-Haul 4-Way Flat is not compatible with
your vehicle. There are two options for replacement: Tekonsha Taillight Harness Converter ,
which is a vehicle-specific, quick-connecting option Curt Taillight Converter , which is a
universal, hard-wired option similar to I hope that is helpful! Will this fit a dodge grand caravan?
Hi, Maggie! No, this is not the correct wiring for a Dodge Grand Caravan. Please see Curt
Taillight Converter Would this work for a Land Rover discovery sd? Hello, Iain! Would this work
for a Jeep Wrangler? No, this is not the correct wiring for a Jeep Wrangler. Please visit our
Trailer Hitches homepage and enter your vehicle specifications to see a full list of wiring
components that are compatible. Sprinter chassis being used on a Winnebago motorhome. I
want to haul a trailer with a traditional 4 pin flat connector. Will this work so I have brake lights?
Hey, Greg! Hi, Jerry! No, this is not the correct wiring for a Mercedes GLK To schedule a wiring
installation, please contact your local U-Haul Hitch Center. Can this be easily removed later if I
decide to use a factory 7 pin instead? Hi, Kelsey! This wiring harness uses splice connectors
that are easily removed. The toughest part in removing the product may be accessing the
connector locations. For assistance, you can always visit your local U-Haul Hitch Center. I have
a mustang convertible I just got a draw tite hitch put on it Hello, Flee! To have the proper wiring
and towing components installed, please contact your local U-Haul Hitch Center. They will be
able to schedule an installation for you as well as provide you with a price quote and a list of all
components you will need for your application. For installation do i have to cut wires or does it
plug in? Hello, Tom! This wiring harness includes splice connectors. Drains battery in about 1
year. Hello, Dawn! Please visit your local U-Haul Hitch Center to troubleshoot this issue. Does
U-Haul provide installation of this? Or do you have to find a mechanic? Hi, Doug! Yes, U-Haul
hitch centers gladly install any trailer wiring you need. Please contact your local U-Haul Hitch
Center to schedule an installation. Hey, John! No, the 4-way flat wiring harness will not work
with your vehicle. Please contact or visit your local U-Haul Hitch Center to learn about
vehicle-specific plug and play tow harness options available to you. Will this work on the
Chrysler Town and Country? Hi, Craig! Yes, this is an option for your Chrysler Town and
Country. Please also consider the vehicle-specific Taillight Wiring Harness , which will require
no wire splicing to connect. How long is the wire from the trailer.? Do I need an extension? Hey,
Michele! Most trailer wiring will extend several feet to the towing vehicle. If this is not the case
with your trailer, please use the 4-Flat Extension Will this work for a Chrysler LHS? Hello, Hollis!
Yes, this taillight converter is compatible with a Chrysler LHS. I have a hitch installed on my VW
Tiguan. Will this harness work to tow a Uhaul trailer? Hello, Aloys! No, this is not the correct
taillight converter for a Volkswagen Tiguan. How much to have it installed. Please contact your
local U-Haul Hitch Center to receive an installation price quote - pricing will vary based on
location. Will this work on a Ford Fusion? It currently has a Uhaul wiring kit but it is no longer
working and I don't know what they installed. Hi, Bill! U-Haul 4-way flat will not work for a Ford
Fusion. If you already have wiring installed and purchased from U-Haul that is giving you
trouble, please stop by your local U-Haul Hitch Center and one of our hitch professionals will
perform a diagnosis and repair the issue. I hooked up an led tester to the 4 prong and it shows
that the vehicle harness is not functioning, except for the ground. Any ideas? Hi, Kelly! We
recommend contacting or visiting your local U-Haul Hitch Center so a hitch professional can
troubleshoot with you. Will this work for my Mitsubishi Lancer? Trying to tow a small U-Haul
tomorrow! Hey, Jake! Taillight Converter is the wiring that will work for your vehicle, and this
part will likely be available at the location you are picking up your rental trailer from. Will this
work with Honda CRV? Hi, Cindy! Yes, 4-way flat is compatible with a Honda CR-V. Is this
compatible with my Honda Pilot? Hi, Kris! Yes, 4-flat is compatible with a Honda Pilot. Hello,
Charlie! If your vehicle is equipped with LED taillights, please use 4-flat vehicle-specific quick
connect part number CQT Will this work for Ford Escape 6 cylinder without factory wiring. Hi,

Gary! For your vehicle, we recommend the vehicle-specific 4-flat power module CQT Is this
compatible with led lights? Hi, Robert! Yes, the U-haul 4-way flat will work with LED lights. What
amp fuse does this harness takr. Hi, Becky! Will this fit toyata rav4? Hello, Barry! Will this fit my
Toyota RAV4? Hi, Kevin! What electrical connection do I need. Hi, Donald! Wiring needs depend
on your vehicle and what you are towing. Please contact or visit your local U-Haul Hitch Center
for more assistance. Would this work for a Land Rover discovery xd? Yes, 4-way flat will work
for a Land Rover Discovery. Thank you for asking! Will this fit on a dodge Nitro? Hello, Justin!
Good for Nissan Rogue S? If not, what is? Please use vehicle-specific part number CQT Is this
what i need for the uhaul rental trailer 5x8 and my mitsubishi mirage? Hello, Kathy! Yes, 4-way
flat can be used. I am looking to use my Hyundai Santa Fe with a car tow dolly. Is this the
recommended wiring for lights? We recommend the vehicle-specific 4-flat wiring harness CQT
What will work with a Honda Pilot? Hi, Alek! For 4-flat trailers, please use plug and play part
CQT For 7-way trailers, please use CQT For further assistance, please contact your local U-Haul
Hitch Center. I have a hitch installed but no wiring to hook up to a trailer. Is this the wiring kit
needed to power the trailer lights? Will this work on a Ford Taurus? Yes, this would be the
correct wiring for a Ford Taurus. Please visit your local U-Haul Hitch Center to have the wiring
installed. When turning on the flashers neither the car nor the trailer lights function. The only
change to the existing wiring was to splice in the light bar. Your assistance would be
appreciated. Please visit your local U-Haul Hitch Center to have troubleshooting diagnostics
performed by one of our hitch experts. Will this work on a Ford Escape. Hi, Russ! No, this is not
the correct wiring for a Ford Escape. Please visit our Trailer Hitches homepage and enter your
vehicle's specifications to see what wiring components are compatible with your vehicle. My
Jeep Patriot is outfitted with a 7-Way setup. Hello, Trevor! Please visit your local U-Haul Hitch
Center for a free tow package inspection before your rental. This will ensure your rental process
goes smoothly. What will I need to hook up to my Dodge Ram Sport truck to one of your
trailers? Hello, Michelle! U-Haul trailers are equipped with the industry standard 4-flat plug.
Please visit your local U-Haul Hitch Center for a free tow inspection and vehicle-specific wiring
parts for your towing combination. The kit seems to not be available any more. I have a VW
jetta, what kit do i use? Hello, LeRoy! The Taillight Converter is the correct wiring harness for
your vehicle. Will this harness work on a Ford Edge Titanium? Hi, Don! How much to install
wiring harness for Chevy Astro Van. For towing my bost with my new Reeses Hitch already
installed. For pricing of a wiring harness installation, please contact your local U-Haul Hitch
Center. They will be able to discuss pricing with you as well as arrange an installation
appointment. Will this fit on town and country? Hi, Angie! Hi, Jun! Yes, this is the correct wiring
harness for your Kia Sorento EX. Will this work for a Lexus Rx ? Hey, Robert! No, the proper
trailer wiring harness for your vehicle is Trailer Light Power Module For more information on
which parts are compatible with your vehicle, please visit our Trailer Hitches homepage. Hey,
Larry! Will this work on a Ford F? Hi, Danny! Please visit our Trailer Hitch homepage and enter
your vehicle specifications to receive a list of compatible wiring products. Will this fit a Kia
Sportage LX. Hi, William! U-Haul recommends a powered trailer wiring module for your vehicle.
Please contact your local U-Haul Hitch Center for more information. Will it fit on my Chevy
express g passenger van? Hi, Iain! Does it work on Camry. Hi, Jake! Will this install on a honda
crv ex- 4wd? Hey, Price! Hi, Juanita! Please visit our Trailer Hitches homepage and enter the
specifications of your Ford Explorer. You will then be provided a list of compatible wiring
harnesses for your vehicle. Will this work on a Ford Escape? Is the 4-way flat trailer light
connector the standard across all U-haul trailers? Hi, Ted! All U-Haul trailers are equipped with
the 4-flat trailer plug. Hey, Mike! For your vehicle, we recommend the 4-flat quick connect CQT
Will this work on a 05 BMW X3 2. Hi, Joe! We recommend a powered converter such as the
Trailer Light Power Module Is this normal? Hello, Marybeth! It sounds like the product is not
operating properly. Please visit your local U-Haul Hitch Center for diagnostics and repair. What
is cost of install? Hello, Timothy! Please contact your local U-Haul Hitch Center for installation
pricing and to schedule your installation. Do you install wiring on vehicles for towing. Hey, Tim!
Yes, U-Haul does install vehicle tow wiring. Please contact your nearest U-Haul Hitch Center to
make an installation appointment. Will this kit work on my dodge sprinter ? Hey, Jordan! U-Haul
4-way flat is not the correct part for your vehicle. Please use Trailer Light Power Module Is this
the proper light hookup for a Mercury Grand Marquis? Hey, Joe! Tow vehicle is 24v trailer is 12v
I already have a dc-dc trailer lighting adapter however the output is 5 wire and I need 4 wire plug
Will this work in line after voltage step down? Hello, Victor! The will convert a 12v vehicle 3-wire
taillight system into a 2-wire system with 4-flat terminal. Is this powered by the vehicle's 12v
separately from the power supplied to each tail lamp so that it does not overload the
electronics? The 4-way flat is powered by the taillights only. A similar part, Trailer Light Power
Module , is powered by the vehicle battery. Will this kit adapt 4-pin U-haul truck to 7-pin trailer?

Hey, Phil! Please visit your local U-Haul Hitch Center to discuss the trailer functions and parts
needed to adapt a 4-flat to a 7-pin trailer connector. Do I need both or will either work and, if
either, which is best? Hello, Jim! CQT is the vehicle-specific 4-flat trailer wiring harness and the
WSP4 is the wiring service plan for the trailer wiring. How can i wire this harness up. Hello,
Jorge! Please see the 4-Way Flat Instruction Manual for a step-by-step guide to installing this
harness. If you require additional assistance, please contact or visit your local U-Haul Hitch
Center. Does this fit Dodge Durango? Hello, Paco! No, the 4-way flat is not recommended for
your vehicle. Please contact or visit a U-Haul Hitch Center near you for vehicle-specific trailer
wiring options. Hi, Eric! We recommend a power module for your vehicle. Is this compatible with
a Chrysler Town and Country? Hello, Lance! Your vehicle requires a powered converter trailer
harness. Hi, Moses! We recommend a 4-flat power module. We recommend powered converter
part Hi, Randy! Yes, this is the recommended 4-flat converter for your vehicle. A taillight power
module converter is recommended for your vehicle. I wired the correctly but it did not work. The
instructions say " if converter does not work,perform the benchtest procedure found in the
hitch catalog. Please see the bench test steps below: Right Turn Test - Ground red and white
input wire - Green input wire to 12v source - If working properly, the right turn only will be lit on
the led strip. Left turn test - Ground red and white input wire - Yellow input wire to 12v source If working properly, the left turn only will be lit on the led strip. Brake test - Ground yellow,
green and white input wires - Red input wire to 12v source - If working properly, the right turn
and left turn only will be lit on the led strip. Taillight test - Ground white input wire - Brown input
wire to 12v source - If working properly, the taillight only will be lit on the led strip. If you require
any further assistance, please visit your local U-Haul Hitch Center. Will the harness work on a
Camry? Hey, Jim! A trailer light powered converter is recommended for this application. Please
use the universal 4-flat powered converter part or the Plug and Play 4-flat powered converter
part CQT Will this work for a Kia sorrento? Hello, David! For your vehicle, U-Haul offers the
universal 4-flat trailer light power module part and the 4-flat powered quick connect part CQT
Will this fit on a Kia Sedona? If so will protect tow vehicle electrical circuit in case of trailer
short circuit? Hey, Sam! Yes, will work on the Kia Sedona. The electrical circuits are protected
by vehicle fuses. Thank you for your question! Will this work on a Jeep Patriot without a power
source? Hello, Anddre! Part will not work for your vehicle. Please use part Will this work on a
Lexus LS? Hello, Hal! Is this compatible with a Scion XB? Do you install in ? Hello, Lou! Yes,
this product is compatible with a Scion XB. Please contact your local U-Haul Hitch Center for
information regarding installation and installation pricing. I have a mazda 6, i put a hitch on my
self, not from U-haul. What will i need to make the 5X8 trailer brake lights work? Hello, Kevin!
Please use the 4-flat T-one connector part CQT I have a Chevy Spark LT. Is this all I need to plug
the 4x8 uhaul cargo trailer lights into my vehicle's lighting system? Will this require any special
wiring skills??? Hi, Natalie! This product will require removing the cargo area paneling, as well
as installing a battery power line. Not sure about wiring installations? U-Haul sells and installs
complete tow packages and offers nationwide warranties. Please schedule your installation by
contacting your local U-Haul Hitch Center. Will this work on a Nissan hardbody pick up?? I
currently have a wiring harness on truck but not sure if it is operational. Also will you install
proper wiring harness and at what cost if any. I will be need ing a 5x8 trailer as well. Hello,
Brian! Yes, this 4-way flat will work with your Nissan pickup. If you would like to have the proper
wiring harness installed, please contact your local U-Haul Hitch Center for more information
regarding pricing. You can rent a 5' x 8' trailer online or by contacting your local U-Haul Center. I
have the 4 prong trailer wiring. Is there supposed to be a green light on all of the time? Hi,
Sharon! THe green LED lights should only light up when a taillight function is activated. If your
is not working properly, please contact or visit your local U-Haul Hitch Center for diagnostics or
repairs. With the one I have, the turn signals and running lights work but not the brake lights.
Also the truck does not recognize that a trailer is attached. Do you have an adapter that will fix
these issues? Your help is greatly appriciated. Although your vehicle is partially pre-wired for
towing, there are no aftermarket vehicle specific OEM style trailer harnesses available. Brake
light issue - Sorry, I am not able to fully diagnose without knowing which trailer harness you
have or how it was installed, your brake light issue may be something as simple as a blown
fuse. Please visit your local U-Haul hitch location for a free inspection. Will this work with a
Jeep Cherokee? Hi Ceajay. Yes, would be the correct part number for a Jeep Cherokee. Will this
work on a Mitsubishi Montero? Hi David, yes this would be the correct part for a Mitsubishi
Montero. Will this item fit on my hyundai sonata. Hi, Tuan. Yes, this would be the correct part for
your Hyundai Sonata. Will this work on a VW Jetta wagon? Hi Chuck. No, you would want part
number For future reference, the easiest way to find hitch parts for your vehicle is through our
online hitch tool. Simply enter your vehicle information and it will list the parts you need for
your vehicle. I have installed the wiring correctly as all the green lights illuminate when I run the

car. They are not powering the trailer lights. Do you have any ideas why. I have the trailer wiring
correct and it is grounded. Its a Nissan Pickup. Your lighting issue is more likely to be on the
trailer side if the green lights are lighting properly with the trailer connected. I had a reece hitch
installed at one of your locations near North Palm Beach. On yours I have black as ground and
bad move on my part one I bought at auto parts store wiring colors for ground are not the same.
Hey Rick, please see the installation instructions located on the product information page for
part Does this work for Toyota corolla S? Thank you so much. My Jeep Patriot has a hitch
installed, but no wiring. Is this what I would need? Will this work for Mitsubishi Lancer
Evolution? Please use the U-Haul universal 4-flat power module part Which wiring package
works with a Jeep Liberty 2 wheel drive? The 4-flat converter will not work on your vehicle,
please visit your local U-Haul hitch location for more trailer wire harness options. I am planning
to rent the motorcycle trailer from Uhaul next month. U-Haul recommends the 4-flat powered
quick connect part CQT or the universal powered 4-flat part Will this work on a Toyota Sienna.
Which wire harness do I need for my Toyota Sienna to tow a Uhaul trailer? Does it work with
toyota rav4? Please visit your local U-Haul hitch center for a quick diagnosis and repair. Will
this install on my Chrysler C. The taillight converter can be installed on your vehicle. I have
power module for a dodge grand caravan. Where do I hook wires to? The turn, stop and tail
wires are connected directly behind the vehicles taillight and the battery wire is connected with
an in-line fuse to the positive side of the battery. For more information, please visit your local
U-Haul hitch center. Hello, will this one fit on my Range Rover Sport? Hello, for your application
U-Haul recommends the 4-flat trailer light power module part Does this send brake signal to the
uhaul 6x12 trailer for electric braking? The converts a vehicles 3-wire taillight system to a
trailers 2-wire system powering the trailer turn, brake, tail and marker lights. The U-Haul 6x12
trailers are equipped with surge brakes and do not require a signal to activate. Will this work gor
a Jeep Cherokee classic? Yes, it absolutely will! Will this work on a Ford Taurus Wagon? The is
actually the recommended part for your vehicle. Thanks for asking. For your vehicle, U-Haul
recommends the vehicle specific T-One 4-flat quick connect part CQT or the universal splice
option trailer light power module 4-flat part Will this work on a scion TC. Will this install onto my
Honda civic coupe? The 4-flat tail light converter will install to your Honda Civic Coupe. U Haul
installed my trailer hitch and Tail light converter years ago! For your vehicle U-Haul
recommends the 4-flat T-One quick connect part CQT or the universal splice option 4-flat trailer
light power module part For your vehicle U-Haul offers the universal 4-flat trailer light power
module part Will the kit, work on a Dodge Journey? Will this work on a Mazda 6 Sedan, v6. For
your vehicle U-Haul recommends the universal splice option 4-flat trailer light power module
part or the 4-flat T-One connecter part CQT Will this work on a Toyota Highlander? U-Haul also
offers the universal 4-flat splice option part Hello Is it compatible with Mazda 5 ? How do I
connect the wires from Nissan Quest? U-Haul offers two 4-flat wiring harnesses for the Nissan
Quest. Will this application fit my Dodge Durango? Yes, the will fit the Dodge Durango and
provide the necessary taillight functions for a trailer equipped with the 4-flat wire connector. I
have a Chrysler Pacifica. Will I need any additional materials i. For your vehicle U-Haul offers
the 4-flat quick connect modulite part CQT , also the universal splice option part The necessary
materials are provided with each unit! I called a uhaul office and they can't find my year model
to tell me what wire harness to get. I have a mercury sable '04 sedan. Please use the U-Haul
universal taillight converter with 4-flat part ! I live in zip code area I have a 97 f without trailer
light hookup so curious what I need to get my trailer lights working. I was told there is
something I can hook into my brake lights, but unsure what name is. What is cheapest way to
install something for me to have trailer lights? For your vehicle, U-Haul offers the universal
4-flat part If necessary, the pre-wired 6-way part or 7-way part can easily be added to the
universal 4-flat. Will this work on a Nismo Juke? I have a Curt plug and play kit but it doesn't
work correctly so I would like to splice this into the plug and play connectors. The could replace
the Curt plug and play converter, however, U-Haul recommends the 4-flat trailer light power
module part or the 4-flat quick connect part CQT Will this work with the Mercedes ML? I was
told I can't use a trailer with LED lights. This adaptor will provide the necessary resistance for
your vehicle to tow trailers with LED lights. Will this work on a 96 Land Rover Discovery. For
your vehicle, U-Haul recommends the 3 to 2 wire converter with 4-flat part The red wire for the is
attached to the vehicles taillight brake wire. Will this work for a dodge avenger? For your
vehicle U-Haul recommends the universal 4-flat trailer light power module splice option or the
4-flat quick connect modulite. I bought a "basic wiring harness" but it is no longer listed with
uhaul. Any assistance be greatly appreciated. Chris, if your vehicle is equipped with an active
pre-wired tow package located behind the rear bumper at the end of the driver side frame ,
please use the U-Haul 4-flat and splice in behind the OEM tow package plug or use quick
connect part If your vehicle is not equipped with an active pre-wired tow package, you will need

to install a power module harness to the vehicle taillights using U-Haul Trailer Light Power
Module or a 4-flat Quick Connect HD module. The U-Haul 4-Way Flat wiring harness connects to
and uses a vehicles taillight system for supplying power to trailer light kits. Would this kit be
compatible with a Chevy Spark? Good for Toyota Avalon? The U-Haul 4-flat universal wiring
harness part is recommended for the Toyota Avalon. I have one of these and it smells like an
electrical short and I blew two fuses. After removing it and replacing the blown fuses the breaks
lights, running lights and dash lights are back to normal. This was installed by u haul a few
years back. Is it a warranty part? If you are in need of service contract information, please visit
your local U-Haul center or visit uhaul. Do the green LED lights stay illuminated constantly? We
recently bought a used Ford Explorer and I just noticed the lights while the vehicle is parked at
night. For repairs, please contact your local U-Haul location. Will the flat kit work on my Hyundai
Azera? It has LED brake lites that glow dim as "tail lights" and get brighter when you step on
the brake. Will this unit work on a trailer that has LED lights? It is recommended that either
wiring harness be attached to your vehicles factory tow prep package. What is the warranty on
the unit number Converter installed by U-Haul? If a wiring service plan was not purchased, the
and workmanship are fully covered for 30 days. Can I install it on a Jeep Liberty 4x4. Does part
work on Pontiac Vibe? I'm confused would this connect to my Subaru forester that has no
trailer wiring and allow me to tow a trailer by connecting through the tail lights of my car. Simply
locate the vehicles wiring harness connector, unplug the connection and insert the T-One
connector into the vehicle's harness. U-Haul also offers the universal 4-flat trailer light power
module splice option part This unit connects to either the vehicles tow harness or to the
vehicles tail lights by using scotch locks to splice into wires. The T-One quick connect part CQT
and the universal trailer light power module splice option part Will this work for a Toyota
Sienna? I need an adapter that will accept the older 1 inch 7 way and plug to the larger vehicle 7
way. The U-Haul hitch professional can quickly diagnose and fix your lighting issue. Is this
compatible with the Toyota Sienna? Will this work on a Mazda Tribute. Will this work on Pontiac
Vibe? How do I huck up two twon and country do not no what wire two huck it up two. Will this
work for our Toyota Avalon Limited? We pull a pop up camper with it and need the wiring
connectors. If needed, additional trailer harnesses can be added to the 4-flat trailer light power
module, please contact your local U-Haul location for complete parts and pricing. Will this instal
on to Toyota Higlander ? Is this unit compatible with a Prius, and it is compatible with a Toyota
Tacoma? Where can I download instructions? I think I misplaced my originals. Our hitch pro
provides the following: " taillight converter is compatible with the Toyota Tacoma. The install
sheet can be found on uhaul. Is this compatible with a Honda Civic? Will this work for a Subaru
Outback Wagon and also match the factory connector, i. Our hitch pro writes: The is a universal
4-flat wiring harness that installs to the vehicle tail lights using scotch locks. U-Haul also offers
a 4-flat quick connect CQT that plugs directly into the vehicles factory tow harness. Will this
work on my Jeep Liberty Sport? Our hitch pro writes: The Jeep Liberty Sport requires a power
module for trailer lights, please use U-Haul 4-flat quick connect CQT or use U-Haul universal
4-flat trailer light power module part Will this work on my o Ford Edge? Our hitch pro writes:
"The Ford Edge requires a power module for trailer lights, please use U-Haul 4-flat quick
connect CQT or use U-Haul universal 4-flat trailer light power module part Installed on a Land
Rover Discovery. All lights work when headlights are off, but when headlights are on the right
turn signal does not work left works fine. Our hitch pro writes: Please contact your local U-Haul
center and schedule an appointment with the hitch professional. The U-Haul hitch professional
can quickly diagnose and repair your trailer lighting issues. My lighting harness Was installed
less than a year ago. Currently two of the green lights stay on when the car is turned off Even
though the lights are turned off I'm not sure if this has always been the case since the time of
the installation. When I plug in my trailer the green lights go off and the trailer lights do not
come on. Can you tell me if the issue is with the harness harness or with my trailer? Our hitch
pro writes: "Please schedule an appointment with your local U-Haul center to diagnose both the
vehicle and trailer wiring harness. Can I use this on a Dodge Caravan? Our hitch pro writes:
"The is designed to convert 3 a wire system to a 2 wire system, please use U-Haul universal
4-flat harness part or quick connect 4-flat harness part CQT". My utility trailer lights are
illuminated when connected to my Mitsubishi Outlander connector. The Outlander lights at this
point are off. When vehicle lights,signals are on no trailer response. The trailer lights connector
must be disconnected from the vehicle to shut down the trailer lights. Our hitch pro writes:
"Please contact your local U-Haul center and schedule an appointment with the hitch
professional. The U-Haul hitch professional can quickly diagnose and repair any trailer lighting
issues. Our hitch pro writes: "The requires power from the vehicles tail light functions which
also pass through the vehicles fuse panel, if your vehicle lights are working but no power to the
4-flat, the most probable cause is an insufficient ground or loose connection. Please contact

your local U-Haul center and schedule an appointment with the hitch professional. The hitch pro
can quickly diagnose the issue and make any necessary repairs. Is this what I need to hook up a
4-way flat trailer to a 7 pin vehicle with separate turn and stop lights? Our hitch pro writes:
"There are a variety of trailer wiring harnesses available for each vehicle, please call or visit
your local U-Haul center or visit U-Haul. Will this install onto my Toyota Sienna. Our hitch pro
writes: "The is not recommended because the Sienna electrical system is designed to handle
the power needs of the vehicle only. The solution is to install U-Hauls trailer light power module
hardwire or CQT T-One quick connect , both have all the additional power required to supply the
trailer lights. The 3 to 2 wire converter is not recommended for the Dodge Caravan. More items.
Have questions or need help? Chat live with a moving supplies specialist. Show locations on
map. Thank you for chatting with us today! We are always looking to improve our service. Your
opinions and feedback are very important to us! Please help us with a review of your recent
experience. The following survey should take you no longer than 60 seconds to complete. Yes,
We're Open! U-Haul is here to help. Learn More. U-Haul 4-Way Flat 50 reviews. Enter Zip Code.
Find locations. Change Location. Shipping Options In most cases, we offer three shipping
options for you to choose from. Selecting your Shipping Option You can select your shipping
option and see the total shipping cost on the checkout page once you've entered your shipping
address. Where We Ship We ship to street addresses only sorry no P. Multiple Shipments We
have several fulfillment centers that store and ship our products. Exclusions This offer is not
valid for orders shipped to Alaska and Hawaii. Freight Fees Freight Fees may apply to oversize
or overweight items. Add to Cart. Description Product Description. Part Number: Review
2006 buick rendezvous thermostat replacement
chevy ram jet
heater thermostat wiring diagram
s 50 4 out of 5 stars with 50 reviews 5 star. Sort reviews by: Newest to oldest Oldest to newest
Highest to lowest rating Lowest to highest rating. Mario V. Rating: Recommends this product.
Guy R. Brian F. Peter H. Ask a Question. Your Question. Your Name Send me an email when my
question is posted Your Email. Thank you Please visit our Trailer Hitches page and enter your
vehicle specifications to see all available and compatible hitch models as well as compatible
accessories and towing components. Product Description. U-Haul 4-Way Flat Reviews 50 4 out
of 5 stars with 50 reviews 5 star. U-Haul 4-Way Flat. Enter Zip. Find a Store. Buy Online, Pick up
in Store orders are typically ready for pick up within two hours of submitting an order. Orders
placed after store hours will be ready for pick up the next day. In-Store availability is based on
the store inventory and is typically updated every two hours. Orders are held for four days after
processing. Check Availability. Rate Experience.

